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Create a CategoryCreate a Category
Categories are used to group tiles at the Homepage. By default, all new elements are assigned
to the UncategorizedUncategorized Category.

This article is based on the assumption that you are creating your first Category. Categories will
be most helpful if their title represents a meaningful grouping of information that all users can
understand.

EEXAMPLESXAMPLES:

• A Sales organization might use: Sales, Orders, Leads, Customers.
• A Hotel Chain might use: Guests, Properties, Conventions, Corporate Clients.

1. Access Content > Categories1. Access Content > Categories

1. The list of Categories previously created in the system opens.
2. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click [+ New Category][+ New Category].
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2. Provide basic Category information2. Provide basic Category information

1. Category nameCategory name:: should be descriptive and meaningful to your organization. A Sales
organization might use: Sales, Orders, Leads, Customers, etc.

2. If the Category being created is a subcategory, select the Parent CategoryParent Category from the
drop-down list. If it is an independent Category, leave this field empty.

3. Business OwnerBusiness Owner:: may be any User.
4. Technical OwnerTechnical Owner // Sort Order set bySort Order set by:: must be either Admin or Power User.

SaveSave to access the full Category Editor.
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2.1. Non-unique category names at different levels of hierarchy2.1. Non-unique category names at different levels of hierarchy

Categories with non-unique names can be created in one of the following ways:

1. Identical subcategories can be created for different categories. In the example above,
both 'Financial' and 'Revenue' categories have identical subcategories ('Monetization'
and 'Customer Activity')

2. An unlimited number of subcategories with non-unique names can be created at
different levels of hierarchy.

NOTE:NOTE: Categories/subcategories are shown at the Homepage once at least one element is
added there.

3. Once the Category is saved, configure Category Permissions3. Once the Category is saved, configure Category Permissions

At the top right corner of the screen click PermissionsPermissions. The Category Permissions pop-up opens.
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3.1. Add Group/User access permission for this Category3.1. Add Group/User access permission for this Category

NOTE:NOTE: Once a Category is created, no Users or User Groups have access to it.

1. User Groups can be granted access rights in this section
2. In the User AccessUser Access section specific Users can be granted access permission to this

Category
3. All Users (added via a Group or individually via User Access function) with permission

to access Category are shown in this section. This section is purely informative and
cannot be edited.
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3.2. Add Group/User access to the Category3.2. Add Group/User access to the Category

The procedure for adding permission to access a Category is identical both for Users and
Groups.

Complete the associated pop-up:

1. Select a GroupGroup from the drop-down list; all members of this GroupGroup will be granted
automatic view access to this CategoryCategory

2. Optionally, grant the Group conditional edit permission to Power User membersGroup conditional edit permission to Power User members for
the Category.. According to this permission, those users, who have respective
privileges, should get edit access to the elements in this Category. For more
information, see Assign Power User Edit Access

SaveSave and repeat as necessary.
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4. Add elements to the Category4. Add elements to the Category

Assign elements to this Category in the Report / Metric Editor > Info tab > Category field.

5. Define Element Visibility for this Category5. Define Element Visibility for this Category

Once the Category is created, it contains no elements. After elements are added, you can make
all elements of this category either 'visible' or 'invisible'.

1. Return to the Category Editor > Elements tab
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2. Click Change element visibilityChange element visibility
3. The Change Element Visibility pop-up opens
4. Choose whether all elements from this Category should be either 'visible' or 'not

visible' at the Homepage.
5. Click Apply ChangesApply Changes for new settings to come into effect.
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How to change tile order in a CategoryHow to change tile order in a Category
The default sort order on your Homepage is alphabetic within each Category, using the full tile
name; however, the Admin User with corresponding permissions has the ability to reorder tiles
within each category assigned to him. To change tile order within a certain category follow
these steps:

1. Access Admin > Utilities > Config Variables1. Access Admin > Utilities > Config Variables

Verify that your configuration parameter is set to allow modification

1. To find the required variable, filter all variables by the keyword 'sort'.
2. The DASHBOARD_ALLOW_SORTING_IN_CATEGORYDASHBOARD_ALLOW_SORTING_IN_CATEGORY variable must be set to 'Y''Y'.

2. Verify whether you can set Sort Order of the required2. Verify whether you can set Sort Order of the required
CategoryCategory
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When a Category is originally created, the Sort Order set bySort Order set by field is automatically populated with
the name of the Admin User creating the Category, but may be changed to any Admin User
from the drop-down list. Only this User may modify the element order for this Category.

3. Access the 'Re-order elements' function3. Access the 'Re-order elements' function

1. Open your Category at the Homepage
2. Click the Re-order elementsRe-order elements button next to the Filter Options

4. Drag and drop rows to set the required element order4. Drag and drop rows to set the required element order

Once done, click CloseClose. The changes are saved automatically and elements in this Category will
now be shown in this order to all users.
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Create a MeasureCreate a Measure
A Measure is used to identify what is being computed in a metric or report (for example,
Revenue, Sales, Orders, Customers, etc). The Measure for an element appears in the MeasureMeasure
ofof field in the element Editor and is used to generate a default name for the element.

Generally Measures are added when a Metric or Report is created (either via Editor or Wizard).
There is also a link to the page containing all existing Measures on the full AdminAdmin menu. It is

recommended that you create a distinct Measure for each KPI that you plan to track in Metric
Insights. The Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval drop-down list on element Viewers allows accessing
elements with the same Measure but different Measurement Intervals.

1. Options for adding a new Measure1. Options for adding a new Measure

New Measures can be added via one of the following options:

Option 1: while creating a new Metric Option 2: via the Admin menu

To create a new Measure while creating a new Metric, select the Add
New Measure option from the bottom of the Measure of drop-down
list. The Add Measure pop-up opens.

A new measure can be also added at
Admin > Reference Objects >
Measures > Add New Measure
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2. Configure the Measure2. Configure the Measure

1. NameName: Enter a unique descriptive title for the Measure
2. For this Measure:For this Measure: If there are any expectations as per this Measure, select one of the

corresponding options from the drop-down list
3. Data Values are:Data Values are: Select whether data values of this measure should be 'integer' or

'decimal'
4. Show Values as currency?:Show Values as currency?: Set tthis field to 'yes' if you want a currency symbol to be

displayed on the Chart or Report
5. Values Additive across time periods?Values Additive across time periods? field will be set to 'yes' if, for example, the daily

values can be aggregated to create weekly and monthly values
6. Aggregation Function:Aggregation Function: Use the drop-down list to select a method of accumulating

element values using this Measure
7. Parent MeasureParent Measure: Optionally you can configure this new Measure to have a Parent

Measure that is used to group related Measures together; e.g., grouping "Retail" and
"Wholesale" sales together under "SalesP the Parent Measure selected from the
drop-down list of existing Measures

SaveSave your changes
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Create a TopicCreate a Topic
Topics are used to relate elements to each other for purposes of identifying similar Reports/
Charts when the See RelatedSee Related drop-down list is populated allowing a more in-depth analysis of
trends. Topics are also used to filter and/or group elements on the Homepage Main Panel.

Topics are one of the customizable Pick Lists that provide the ability to create a new value 'on
the fly' while in the process of defining or managing an element. A new Topic may be required if
none of the existing values meet the needs of the Element being defined. The same function
may be used to edit or delete an existing Topic

Both of the available ways to add a new Topic are described below.

1. Access Content > Topics1. Access Content > Topics

1. The list of Topics previously created in the system opens.
2. Click [+ New topic][+ New topic] at the bottom of the page. The Add Topic pop-up opens.
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1.1. Provide general Topic information1.1. Provide general Topic information

1. Enter a Topic NameTopic Name and DescriptionDescription
2. Optionally, select a Parent TopicParent Topic from the drop-down list

SaveSave your entry to proceed with configuring this Topic in the Topic Editor.

1.2. Add elements to the Topic1.2. Add elements to the Topic

1. Click [+ New element][+ New element]
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2. The Add element to TopicAdd element to Topic pop-up opens
3. Check the boxes for the elements that should be united by the created Topic
4. SaveSave your changes

2. Alternatively, you can both create or add existing Topics in2. Alternatively, you can both create or add existing Topics in
the element Editorthe element Editor

Start typing to find or create Topics, then press Enter on your keyboard to save.
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Mail Clients and BrowsersMail Clients and Browsers
supportedsupported
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Mail Clients and Browsers supportedMail Clients and Browsers supported
BrowsersBrowsers

Mail ClientsMail Clients

NOTE:NOTE: We are not currently supporting Lotus Notes and Thunderbird.
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